E-mail to supporters of Tim Congdon’s bid to become leader of the
UK Independence Party on 30th September, based on videos prepared
just before the Tiverton hustings on 28th September

This e-mail is sent to you because I have been informed - or have good reason to believe that you are a supporter of my bid to become leader of UKIP. If you do not want to receive
e-mails from me, perhaps you would let me know. The leadership election rules are
intended to encourage discussion and debate, but also to prevent spamming.
I would be delighted if you would forward this e-mail to whoever it might be of interest.
................................
Dear friends and supporters,
The first hustings in the 2010 UKIP leadership campaign were held in Tiverton on Tuesday,
28th September. A video of the hustings exchanges will soon be available on the website, but
in the meantime I thought I would let you know about two YouTube videos that were
prepared just before the hustings proper.
The first video explains why I want to lead UKIP; the second is a discussion of the current
dilemmas and prospects of the Eurozone economies, with particular attention being paid to
Ireland. The UK was hugely fortunate to avoid participation in the European single currency
experiment.
We did well to stay outside the Eurozone; we would do even better to leave the
European Union altogether. To look at the videos, dowload,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsB9OMCXXis, and
www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1Z9LoOMHm4.
Gossip/hearsay has been going around that I am "bad on television". Well, I am happy for
people to make up their minds on the basis of these and other videos now being posted to the
website. Both these videos - and of course the Al Jazeerah interview already posted, and
available via the YouTube link on the home page - were unscripted and unrehearsed. I was in effect - speaking "off the cuff".
I have had hundreds of radio and television interviews, and am an extremely effective TV and
radio interviewee. I would like my supporters to say that Tim Congdon is "good on
television", but that is up to them. The media do not ask me to speak because I am the
Leader of UKIP, but because I am a recognised and highly articulate expert in several
important areas of public policy.
As far as possible, I avoid rehearsals, the planting of questions and "improve yourself
on the media" courses. I have better things to do with my time. (I could few things
drearier than day-long training and rehearsal sessions for the TV and radio. To repeat: I have
better things to do with my time.)

I will conclude with one perhaps rather sharp comment: The future of a political party
should not depend on the performance of one man on one television programme. Is that
direct? Maybe. It is also correct, obviously correct.
Iwill probably be on the Today programme on Saturday morning, but will let you know for
certain when the BBC confirms. The interview has nothing to do with my UKIP leadership
campaign, but may be of interest to party members.
With best wishes,
Tim Congdon

